In this article we consider the global behavior of the following system of piecewise linear difference equations: x n+1 = |x n | -y n -b and y n+1 = x n + |y n | where b is any positive real number and the initial condition (x 0 , y 0 ) is an element of R 2 . By mathematical induction and direct computations we show that the solution to the system is eventually one of two particular prime period 3 solutions or the unique equilibrium solution.
Introduction
Recently there has been a surge of interest in systems of both rational and piecewise linear difference equations due to their practical applications in evolutionary biology, neural networks, and ecology [-]. There has been particular interest in the global behavior of systems of piecewise linear difference equations [, -].
We continue the trend by generalizing one of our recent papers [] . In this paper we consider the behavior of the generalized system of piecewise linear difference equations, x n+ = |x n | -y n -b, y n+ = x n + |y n |, n = , , . . . , where the parameter b ∈ (, ∞) and the initial condition (x  , y  ) ∈ R  . This system originated from a larger project at the University of Rhode Island which involves the following family of systems: x n+ = -a|x n | + y n + , y n+ = bx n , n = , , . . . , with parameters a, b ∈ R and the initial condition (x  , y  ) ∈ R  , had been used to examine an attractor that was observed by Lorenz in the Hénon map, a non-linear system of difference equations,
x n+ = -ax  n + y n + , y n+ = bx n , n = , , . . . , with parameters a, b ∈ R and the initial condition (x  , y  ) ∈ R  that modeled weather patterns [-]. We believe that our family of piecewise linear difference equations are the prototypes for more elaborate piecewise difference equations that, in many cases as in the Lozi equation, exhibit complicated behavior.
Preliminaries
The following definitions [] are used in this paper. A difference equation of the first order is an equation of the form
where f is a continuous function which maps some set J into J. The set J is usually an interval of real numbers, or a union of intervals, but it may even be a discrete set such as the set of integers.
A solution of () is a sequence {x n } ∞ n= which satisfies () for all n ≥ . If we prescribe a set of initial conditions
. . . and so the solution {x n } ∞ n= of () exists for all n ≥  and is uniquely determined by the initial conditions.
A solution of () which is constant for all n ≥  is called an equilibrium solution of (). A solution {x n } ∞ n= of () is called periodic with period p (or a period p cycle) if there exists an integer p ≥  such that
We say that the solution is periodic with prime period p if p is the smallest positive integer for which () holds. In this case, a p-tuple
. . . is periodic with period p.
We denote the absolute value of x by |x|. So
Main result
In this paper we consider the behavior of the system of piecewise linear difference equations,
where the parameter b ∈ (, ∞) and the initial condition (x  , y  ) ∈ R  .
Through extensive study of specific cases of b we found that system () has the unique equilibrium solution (x,ȳ) = (- ) and two period  cycles
represents the consecutive solutions (a  , b  ), (a  , b  ), and (a  , b  ) of the system. The main result of this paper is as follows. Set
In each lemma that follows we examine the separate sections of R  . The compilation of the sections addressed amount to all of R  and so the proof of Theorem  is a direct consequence of the following lemmas.
Lemma  Let {(x n , y n )} ∞ n= be a solution to system () and suppose that there exists an
Proof We have
Proof We have Case b: It remains to consider the caseb  < y  < -b. Then y  = -y  -b < . For the sake of contradiction, assume that it is false that there exists an integer N such that {(x n , y n )} ∞ n=N is either the prime period  cycle P   or P   . It follows from Lemma  that when y n = -x n -b, then y n <  for every integer n ≥ . It also follows from Lemma  that when x n = , then y n <  for every integer n ≥ .
For each n ≥  let
For each integer m such that m ≥ , let P(m) be the following statement: for
, then y m+ ≥ , which will be a contradiction by Lemma . If y  ∈ (l m- , u m ), then y m+ < , and so
, then y m+ ≥ , which will be a contradiction by Lemma .
The proof of the Claim . will be by induction on m. We shall first show that P() is true. Recall that x  = y  + b <  and y  = -y  -b <  when
By Lemma  the solution is eventually one of the two prime period  solutions and we have a contradiction.
If
, then y ()+ = y  + b < , and so
, then y ()+ = -y  -b ≥ . By Lemma  the solution is eventually one of the two prime period  solutions and we have a contradiction.
, then y ()+ = -y  -b < . Hence P() is true. Next, assume that P(N) is true for some integer N > . We shall show that P(N + ) is true. Since P(N) is true, x N+ =  N+ y  + δ N <  and
Note that
By Lemma  the solution is eventually a prime period  solution and we have a contradiction.
so that
By Lemma  the solution is eventually one of the two prime period  solutions and we have a contradiction. We also note that if (x  , y  ) = (, -b  ), then by direct computations
We can conclude that in Case , every solution is eventually the prime period  cycle P For the sake of contradiction, assume that it is false that there exists an integer N such that {(x n , y n )} ∞ n=N is either the prime period  cycle P   or P   . It follows from Lemma  that when y n = -x n -b, then y n <  for every integer n ≥ . It also follows from Lemma  that when x n = , then y n <  for every integer n ≥ .
For each n ≥  let
Observe that
For each integer m such that m ≥ , let Q(m) be the following statement: for y  ∈ (l m , u m ), If y  ∈ [u m+ , u m ), then y m+ ≥ , which will be a contradiction by Lemma . If y  ∈ (l m+ , u m+ ), then y m+ < . Note that y  is now in (l m+ , u m+ ). The proof is similar to Case b, so it will be omitted. Note that Proof Let (x  , y  ) ∈ Q  . Then Proof Suppose (x  , y  ) ∈ Q  . Then
By Lemmas  and  the solution is eventually the prime period  cycle P Proof Suppose (x  , y  ) ∈ Q  . Then . For each integer n ≥ , let
See Figure  .
There exists a unique integer n such that (
Recall that by assumption x n <  and y n <  for every integer n ≥ . Suppose that
For each integer n with n ≥ , let R(n) be the following statement: for x  ∈ (a n , b n ) and y  ∈ (c n , d n ),
Now, x  ∈ (a n+ , b n+ ) and y  ∈ (c n+ , d n+ ), otherwise we have a contradiction.
Claim . R(n) is true for n ≥ .
The proof of the Claim . will be by induction on n. We shall first show that R() is true. We have x  ∈ (a  , b  ) = (- . Hence . Hence
which is a contradiction. Recall that 
